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This video is a response to Heavenly Angel known as a, "Dominion". (See description) ***+***

 Zooming in on a Heavenly Angel. ***+***
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visibledark 1 year ago

beleiving is only the 1st step, even demons belive & they can't get saved, you get saved

when you accept Jesus into your heart & allow him to reveal himself to you. One day

everyone will be before his throne, there everyone will be a believer but it'll be too late, it's

better to know him now as your savior, & not then as your judge.

Reply  ·  4  in reply to baldycant11 (Show the comment)

matsebah 1 year ago

wow! thats all ill say glory!
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Great footage of detail... From 32-45 seconds, pause & play frame

by frame to see the specifics. Notice the Angel's glorious light that

emanates from being in the presence of the Lord God Almighty! To

see more, click on my videos/channel... Enjoy!
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Mark A. Foster, Ph.D. 1 second ago

Beautiful

Reply  ·   in playlist Noah's Ark & Angels of Heaven. ***+***

FriendofJesus1989 4 months ago

you have some of the best supernatural videos ive ever seen, atheist need to see your

channel, but then they''l believe the lie that these are physical aliens and not spirit

beings...they just refuse to recognise God...

Praise Jesus.

Reply  ·  

crazy77iii 7 months ago

Yes it does. Very interesting Stuff... But Relevent adn Correlating as well!

Reply  ·   in reply to razordaave (Show the comment)

razordaave 7 months ago

yeah, I've read apocryphal literature as well. The books of Enoch speak concerning this

Reply  ·   in reply to crazy77iii (Show the comment)

crazy77iii 7 months ago

The ancient gods were all fallen angles that appointed themselves gods over mankind

corrupting the earth and spreading their angelic knowledge of the universe, scorcery,

technology and witchcraft. They are evil in nature and want to take as many with them that

are willig to go, to hades!

Reply  ·   in reply to razordaave (Show the comment)

crazy77iii 7 months ago

But just as Lucifer can become an angel of light, we also have to be aware that these

beings that will claim to be Alien/ ET's will be mastiers of deceit. They will try to fool

mankind into thinking that they are our creators. The Mayan temple have produced a

tablet called "Tortuguero Monument 6" that falt out states that on Dec. 21, 2012 the Nine

gods Will Decend". I believe that they will make themselves known to mankind and will

claim to be the Annunaki, which is all ancient gods were.

Reply  ·   in reply to razordaave (Show the comment)

crazy77iii 7 months ago

Ya know.... I have done some research and there is a lot fo Evidence that these visitations

may not be from beings of another dimension but our own as I only believe in the Physical

and Spiritual realms... These beings may very well be the Decndants of the Ancient

Offspring of the unholy union between the "Sons of God and Daughters of Men" stated in

Genesis 6. The Nephilim. I believe that there are no such things as Aliens/ET's. That they

are Nephilim Decendants demonic in Spirit! Its a Coverup

Reply  ·   in reply to razordaave (Show the comment)

razordaave 7 months ago

There has been some research done to indicate that ETs are interdimensional beings i.e.

demons, fallen angels or possibly God's angels

Reply  ·   in reply to crazy77iii (Show the comment)

Kingbay415 9 months ago

So beautiful....I always knew they excited

Reply  ·  

lina1446 9 months ago

It's so pretty!!

Reply  ·  

rocklife86 10 months ago

This is beautiful I wish to see this with my own eyes
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